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President’s Message
When I sat down to write this message I was
unsure what exactly I wanted to say. What I
was sure of was wanting to take this opportunity to first and foremost thank you for this
opportunity to be our Chapter’s President.
When I started volunteering with NEBB in
2011, never did I think I would be holding
this position and honestly, I did not set out
Amber Ryman, President
with this as my goal. Steve Smith had approached me about volunteering on the
Board and at that time I was honored to even be considered. I was new
to NEBB, but something about the energy of the Board at that time
inspired me. I realized early on I was the new face “in town”, but the
Board made me feel welcomed.
Most of our Chapter’s Certified Professionals have a long history with
each other and with our Chapter. My first Chapter Re-certification meeting was eye-opening. I sat back and listened to my fellow CP’s catching
up with each other and laughing together. Stories were being told and
people were asking each other about their current work situations and
family lives. I sat back and watched the energy in the room take place
and one thing struck me, I was the new face and I only knew a few of the
people in the room.
Over the last few years I have gotten to know a few more of you but not
enough. I realize I need to change that. I want to express my interest in
getting to know more of you. Whether just a phone call to say hi and
touch base on current workloads or maybe even lunch. Basically I plan
on reaching out to each of you, so expect a call at some point to say hi.
On another note I want to express my gratitude to Steve Smith for his
time as President and his willingness to step in for a second term when
our Board needed him most. He has always had NEBB as a top priority
and having him as a mentor throughout this journey has been invaluable.
Again thank you for having me as your Chapter President and I look
forward to the next few years building relationships with each of you.
Amber Ryman
NorCal Hawaii NEBB Chapter President.
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YPN Mission Statement
“Serving as a resource for young
professionals to cultivate the
growth of NEBB for
generations to come.”
Are you a younger professional who wants to gather
together to learn, share and expand your knowledge
and make a difference, with the long-term goal of
participating in NEBB and continuing the rich legacy
of those who went before you in this industry?
If you are a NEBB Certified Professional, Certified
Technician or an Approved Candidate for
certification between the ages of 20 and 39, then
check out NEBB's Young Professionals Network.

We want to hear from YOU!
Contact us at

YPN@nebb.org

AVOIDING SICK BUILDINGS WHILE ASSURING
OCCUPANT PRODUCTIVITY AND BUILDING
OPTIMIZATION (Part 1)
___________________________
Author: Dan Int-Hout, Chief Engineer
ABSTRACT
In order to meet the increased expectations of building occupants, designers must be aware of the conflicts between first cost economics, occupant productivity and life cycle costs. Cost savings measures have resulted in severe building problems, including deaths due to Legionnaire’s disease, and often energy consumption increases.
Buildings that do not meet the needs of the occupants often result in expensive redesign or worse, result in lawsuits against all parties involved. Recent court cases make it imperative that designers understand the changing
'rules' of the road. Building owners need to understand how their building systems work, to avoid creating problems in a tightening economy.
AIR DISTRIBUTION: SELECTING COMPONENTS & SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR EFFECTIVE AIR MIXING
Modern environmentally controlled spaces consume significant amounts of energy in maintaining a stable environment within the structure. The demands for heating and cooling vary greatly over time, and different strategies are
employed to respond to these varying loads. Ventilation requirements must also be met by the HVAC system. This
conditioned and ventilated air must be effectively delivered to the building occupants.
There are two principal design conditions in HVAC systems. Perimeter zone loads vary over a broad range from
heating to cooling, and are affected by both exterior and interior factors. In interior zones the heat generated by
lights, occupants, and office machinery provides a continuous cooling demand.
The proper selection of diffusers is necessary to ensure that both occupant comfort and adequate ventilation mixing are provided. Both the engineer and the architect need to have input into the final selection as the choice of
diffusers is based on both engineering and architectural concerns,. In addition, the ideal selection is dependent on
the type and operation of the air supply to the diffuser. While there are many ways of supplying conditioned air to
an office space including displacement ventilation, underfloor vertical air distribution and task cooling, this article
will deal with the predominant method, the ceiling supply air diffuser.
ASHRAE continues to sponsor research into the performance of air distribution elements, and much has been written on the subject in both technical papers and magazine articles. At the same time, ASHRAE Standards for Indoor Air Quality (62.1-2004) and Comfort (55-2004) state requirements for the resulting ventilation mixing, air temperatures and airspeeds, and even turbulence intensity (the rate of change of the local air speed) in the zone.
Awareness of Indoor Air Quality issues and concern over occupant complaints has increased the visibility of proper
diffuser selection, location, and design. At the same time, complaints of ‘stuffiness’ are finally being diagnosed as
temperature, not Indoor Air Quality complaints.
The ASHRAE handbook provides recommendations for diffuser selection, which have been included in at least
one lawsuit as being considered to be the ‘acceptable standard of care’. All available research indicates that when
air distribution is provided from the ceiling, a thoroughly mixed condition, throughout the space, is the desired result. Furthermore, the research has proven that with properly selected ceiling diffusers, excellent air distribution
and ventilation mixing can be achieved with many types of diffusers, and in many types of spaces, including the
open landscape office.
The key element here is the term ‘properly selected’. Diffuser selection ranges from the selection of a ‘hole
cover’ (or ‘architectural duct termination’) to a detailed analysis of the diffuser air supply pattern in each zone. A
zone-by-zone analysis is almost always prohibitive in terms of design time, and probably not necessary for most

spaces. Interior open office spaces, which are typically in cooling mode year round, can usually be characterized in
a general way, and excellent diffuser selections made for these locations. Perimeter zones are more complicated,
with both thermal and aerodynamic concerns to be considered, but again, these can often be characterized in a
general way for the building design, and excellent air distribution can be achieved. When there are problems, it is
our experience that there was little (or no) actual air distribution design, loads are considerably different than
planned, or products were installed which did not meet the designer’s specifications.
The 2005 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, Chapter 33, provides two basic rules for overhead heating and
cooling:


In cooling mode, diffuser selection should be based the ratio of the diffuser’s throw to the length of the
zone/area being supplied, at all design air flow rates, to achieve an acceptable Air Diffusion Performance Index (ADPI).



In heating mode, the diffuser to room temperature difference (delta-t) should not exceed 15o F, to avoid
excessive temperature stratification. ASHRAE Standard 55-2004 defines the level of acceptable vertical
temperature gradation at not to exceed 5oF.

ASHRAE has recently defined a term for describing the mixing of supply and room air, replacing the somewhat ambiguous terms Ventilation Effectiveness and Ventilation Efficiency with a new term, Air Change Effectiveness, or
ACE. This term is used in both ASHRAE Standard 129, the Method of Test for Air Change Effectiveness, and in the
public review draft (recently withdrawn) to ASHRAE Indoor Air Quality Standard 62-89R. It was also the basis for a
LEED point in the 2.1 version (the V2.2 of LEED has ASHRAE 62.1 as a prerequisite, and a point is no longer
gained for meeting this requirement).
The relationship between ADPI and ACE has not been fully evaluated at this time, but the data available at present
indicate that if a high ADPI is attained, the ACE will also be high. While there have been no reported tests where
the ACE was significantly below 100% when cooling from the ceiling, it has been demonstrated that in heating
mode the ACE may decrease significantly, as low as 20%.
The ASHRAE IAQ Standard, 62-1989, assumed ventilation mixing of 100% in setting minimum ventilation rates. If it
can be shown that the ACE is less than 100%, then the amount of outside air must be increased above the required minimums. With presently available information, when a high ADPI is measured, the ACE is high as well.
The current version of ASHRAE 62.1 (2004) now includes Air Change Effectiveness in a table. When cooling form
the ceiling ACE is always assumed to be 100%. When heating from the ceiling with ceiling returns, the discharge to
room delta-t must not exceed 15oF, and the 150fpm throw must reach to within 4.5 ft from the floor, or the outside
air ventilation rate must be increased by 25%.
While it is possible to have a high ACE and a low ADPI, especially if the HVAC system air is supplied directly into
the occupied zone, uniform comfort will not be likely.
COOLING SELECTION BASED ON ADPI
ADPI is intended as a measure of performance in cooling mode. When in heating mode, the ADPI criteria often become overly sensitive to temperature differences (due to the very low air speeds present in heating mode), and as
a result ADPI is not a good means of performing heating evaluations. Heating is best analyzed as a function of vertical temperature gradients as compared to ASHRAE 55’s requirements. Interior spaces, however, are predominantly in a cooling mode of operation so this limitation is seldom a problem in interior zone evaluations.
Utilizing the ASHRAE Handbook table for predicting ADPI is cumbersome, and is seldom accomplished. It is possible, however, to simplify this analysis by combining a diffuser’s throw performance with a cfm/sqft analysis and diffuser spacing, to produce an ADPI “Performance Envelope” graph.
An example is shown, in several Figures below. In these graphs, the x axis is flow rate/unit area, and the y axis is
half the separation distance, or L, the characteristic room length. The horizontal curved lines are simply calculations of flow vs. area served, while the vertical boundaries are computed from the ASHRAE maximum and minimum T50/L ratios for this type of diffuser. Performance within the area bounded by the lines should achieve an
ADPI of 80% or greater.

Figure 1 shows the performance envelope of a
low cost perforated diffuser with a load resulting
from a room/supply differential of 20oΔT.
(Different delta-t’s will result in different load
rates, and will change the location of the vertical
boundaries somewhat.)
One can see that this diffuser will not have acceptable performance at reduced flows, and in a
VAV application will have limited “turn down”.

Figure 1: Low Cost Perforated Diffuser

Figure 2 shows the performance of an Architectural (plaque) diffuser with a similar 4 jet pattern.
Here one can see that this diffuser will both have
better performance at low flows, and will have
greater turn down in a VAV situation.

Figure 2: Architectural Diffuser

In figure 3, we show the performance for a circular pattern, three cone diffuser. This diffuser performs well in all applications.

Figure 3: Cone Diffuser

Analyzing these charts, it can be seen that they have quite different ‘turn down’ limits. The perforated diffuser
shown has quite a high flow capability, but can’t be used below 0.7 cfm/sq.ft. On the other hand, the others shown
will operate down as low as 0.2 cfm/sq.ft but are limited above 1 cfm/sq.ft. at this separation. If different neck areas
are analyzed, a different separation distance results, but it will be seen that the flow/unit area limits don’t change
appreciably.
Selecting diffusers using the above charts will result in selections which meet the requirements of the ASHRAE
Handbook of Fundamentals, and will also meet ASHRAE Standard 55’s limitation of 5oF Degrees vertical temperature stratification. In fact, using ADPI analysis is the only proven method of demonstrating compliance to the Standard 55 requirement, at the design stage. Experience has shown that when these guidelines are followed, excellent
air distribution, uniform temperatures and no objectionable drafts should be expected in the space. Providing that
acceptable temperatures are established as a function of the occupant’s clothing and activity levels, occupant comfort should be assured as well. Indoor Air Quality, which is many times a perception issue, will be assured as well.
OVERHEAD HEATING
Heating perimeter zones from the ceiling became possible when perimeter glass became better, and in response to
needs for better space utilization along the glass. A number of technical papers presented in the late 70’s defined
the parameters of this design, and established a repeatable method of test for evaluation of these spaces
(ASHRAE113). The ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook (now 2005, Chapter 33) incorporated these results in the
early 80’s, and overhead heating became a ‘standard’ method of heating perimeter zones.
Today we see a surprising number of designs which are obviously established in the absence of an understanding
of these studies. The cfm and kW settings often specified on VAV terminals as well as discharge temperature requirements for small package units evidence this. Discharging low velocity, highly heated air at the ceiling may work
in residential applications with low returns, but it will ensure highly stratified, poorly ventilated spaces with uncomfortable occupants in commercial applications with overhead returns. One of the authors has recently polled over
2000 consulting engineers regarding awareness of the overhead heating ‘rules’. Almost none were aware of the
ASHRAE design limitations.
The ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals has since
1979 provided specific guidance on the maximum room
discharge temperature difference (not to exceed 15oF)
for effective control of the perimeter environment. In fact,
the author and others have conducted several hundred
tests of perimeter designs in full-scale mock-ups, all confirming the ASHRAE guidelines. ASHRAE Standard 62.1
2004 now requires that ventilation rates be increased by
25% when discharging air that exceeds this limitation,
and when the diffuser discharge velocity is insufficient to
get the heated air to within 4.5 feet of the floor.

Part 2 will continue in the May 2018 issue.

Title 24 Update
NEBB T-24 committee is in the process of submitting an addendum to our CEC
application to clarify the certification providers (NEBB in this case) quality assurance program details. We are also pursuing language for submission to obtain
approval to perform the Mech 4A testing (Duct Leakage). It is our hope that this
will be accepted by the CEC by the summer of 2018. Currently no certification is
Curtis Worley
Pacific Test & Balance, Inc.
required to perform T-24 testing. Once the minimum of 300 certified ATT’s
Chairman Title 24 Committee
(Acceptance Test Technicians) is achieved we would expect the State to set a “go
live” date. Hopefully that will occur in 2018. For those of you who have not gone through an ATT program
now is a great time to do so. NEBB is offering training at a greatly reduced cost. These pricing reductions
will most likely return to normal once the CEC mandates the use of certified ATT’s. Here is the link to
NEBB’s website for technician certification. http://www.nebb.org/certified/mechanical_acceptance_testing/
technician_certification/
The program also offers certification to employers who wish to offer T-24 testing services. The employer
and the technician must both hold the certification to provide certified testing. More details for employers
can be found at the following link. http://www.nebb.org/certified/mechanical_acceptance_testing/
employer_certification/ Additional frequently asked questions (FAQ) is also available at this link. http://
www.nebb.org/certified/mechanical_acceptance_testing/faq/
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TECHNICAL:

Upcoming Events
SPECIALTY CERTIFICATE COURSE FOR BUILDING SYSTEMS
COMMISSIONING
March 12-16, 2018
All Day Event
NEBB Training and Education Center (NEBB TEC)

Greg Bluhm, CSI, Inc. , Chair
Amber Ryman, ACCO
Steve Smith, Pacific Test &
Balance, Inc.
Sargon Ishaya, Pragmatic
Professional Engineers
Jason Huffman, Pacific Test &
Balance, Inc.
David Galli, Carter Air Balance
Curtis Worley, Pacific Test &
Balance, Inc.
Mark Kaufmann, Air Control
Balancing, Inc.

Contact the NEBB Office to sign up or to receive more information at www.nebb.org
EDUCATION:

COMMISSIONING CERTIFIED TECHNICIAN (CXCT) SEMINAR
BUILDING ENCLOSURE TESTING (BET) SEMINAR
April 23-24, 2018, Monday - Tuesday
All Day Event
Being offered at the NEBB Conference in San Diego, CA

Sargon Ishaya, Pragmatic Prof.
Engineers, Chair
Amber Ryman, ACCO
William Edwards, MESA3, Inc.
Jason Huffman, Pacific Test &
Balance, Inc.

Contact the NEBB Office to sign up or to receive more information at www.nebb.org

MARKETING:

NEBB 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

David Galli, Carter Air Balance
Amber Ryman, ACCO

April 26-28, 2018
All Day Event
San Diego, CA
Contact the NEBB Office to sign up or to receive more information at www.nebb.org

NEBB WEBINARS AND EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS
For more Training and Educational seminars and Information,

Northern California/Hawaii NEBB
Follow us on Facebook at
Northern California/Hawaii NEBB

7100 Stevenson Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94538
Phone: 510-386-1270
E-mail: akearns@nocalhawaiinebb.org
www.nocalhawaiinebb.org

